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Longwood Professor Maynard Ferguson Orchestra
Speaks on Diversity Coming to Longwood College
PRESSRELEASE
Dr. Mitchell Adrian, assistant professor of management,
will speak October 21, at 7:30
p.m. in Hiner Auditorium on Perceptions of Diversity: Demographics versus Values.
In the Faculty Colloquium
Lecture,
Dr.
Adrian, whose research efforts focus on organizational culture, will
report the results
of his research into workplace diversity.
"The congruence of values
and culture has a greater influence
on workplace relationships than

the congruence of demographic
charachteristics," he said. The
findings provide limited support
to a preference for demographic
congruence, namely race. Research is leading
to the conclusion
that we use an additional variable,
that of percieved
of socioeconomic
status, to classify
ourselves."
Dr. Adrian
has taught at
Longwood since
1996, is a graduate of McNeese
Stale University, has a Master's
egree from Midwestern State University and a doctorate from Mississippi State University.

Technology Update
GEORGELANUM
Asst. Features Editor
This week's article will include information about how to
download Microsoft's Office
2000 for free, the upcoming technology classes to be offered by the
RTAs, and a general information
statement about the Information
Technology Helpdesk.
Office 2000 Professional
and Front Page 2000 are now
available to download from the
following web site: http //
web.lwc.edu/helpdesk/lancernet
To download the software, go to
the above mentioned page and
click on Microsoft Campus
Agreement. You will need your
social security number and your

Lancernet default password to
perform this download. In addition, you will need to download
the software with Microsoft's
Internet Explorer (IE). You will
not be able to use Netscape to
download this software package.
If you have Windows 98,
you already have Internet Explorer installed. If you do not
have IE, a link to download it will
be provided. The minimum hardware requirement to download
and run Office 2000 is a Pentium
0166 with 32 MB of ram and 600
MB of free bard drive space.
Please print out the instructions or thoroughly read through
them before downloading the

See TECH p.4

PRESSRELEASE
Straight from New York
City, legendary jazz trumpeter
Maynard Ferguson and his Big
Bop Nouveau band wind up their
1999 East Coast tour at
Longwood College, on Saturday,
October 23, at 8 p.m. in Jarman
Auditorium.
One of the most influential
figures in jazz in the last quarter
of the 20th century, Ferguson promotes young talent, and his group
is filled with the jazz stars of tomorrow. His alumni include
Chuck Mangione, Chick Corea,
Bill Chase, Bob james and Peter
Erskine.

Born in Montreal in 1928,
Maynard Ferguson was a child
prodigy on piano, violin and
trumpet.
He moved to the U.S. in
1949, and performed through the
early 1950's with the Big bands
of Jimmy Dorsey, Charlie Barnet
and Stan kenton. With Kenton he
was reknowned for dazzling solos and high-note pyrotechnics.
Ferguson formed his own
band in 19S6 and has gone on to
achieve lasting fame as a leader.
In the 1970*5 he pioneered
the integration of jazz and rock.
Among his hit recordings of that
time are MacArthur Park and
Gonna Fly Now, theme from the

The Shadow of Hate
KIM URANN
Asst. News Editor
Bigotry abounds in
America, and it probably always
will, but this movie presentation
on Tuesday, October 5, showed
just how bad it used to be.
Using actual tales of intolerance towards others made the
impact much greater. The pictures
were graphic and emotional, and
no one left the room thinking
America was the land of golden
oppurtunity.
The film talked about hate
towards Jewish-Americans, African-Americans, Mexican-Americans and Chinese-Americans. It
used examples of things that have
happened to individual people to
emphasize.
After the presentation, leaders of groups on campus spoke to

motion picture Rocky.
During the 1980's, he directed the popular fusion bandHigh Voltage.
Recently he came full circle
to his swing roots with the formation of his little big band. Big Bop
Nouveau.
This concert is sponsored
by the Longwood Department of
Music and is underwritten in
memory of. and through the generosity of, Dr. Rosemary Sprague,
a longtime professor of English.
Tickets are available
through the Jarman Box Office
(804-395-2474) and are $15 for
general admission, S12 for LC
faculty/staff and $ 10 for students.

President
Cormier
Holds Open
Forum

the audience. The representative
of the religion of Islam discussed
the problem with religious intolerance.
The college's NAACP
PRESSRELEASE
chapter president spoke about the
President Cormier held anthings they hope to accomplish
and said that the NAACP was not lother Opne Forum in the Comjust about African-Americans but monwealth Ballroom on Wednesday evening. There was an averincluded all minorities.
The Unity Alliance's repre- age attendance. The night started
sentative talked of her organiza- rather slow, but after a few mintion and what they do to make utes, everyone began discussing
sure that the Longwood campus their issues.
Some of the items disshows fairness to people of all
Icussed were minorities on camsexual orientation.
The overall desire of the jus, the freshman visitation
presentation was to tell people jolicy, parking, the rumored
that prejudice of any kind-be it switch to Division I. as well as
religious, racial or sexual-is un- the new science building. For
acceptable. We are all still hu- more details on the forum, look
in the October 28 Issue of The
mans, no matter what.
Rotunda for full coverage.
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EDITORIAL
HellonhopeyoiialTare
well! I am happy
to say that this is the last
issue of The Rotunda before our
Fall Break! I am very much looking forward to this as I am sure
that everyone else is as well!
I have a large number of issues to discuss this week. I am
currently reading from bulletins
and campus information. It
amazes me how much goes on
that we (the students) do not have
a say in. For example, there are a
few changes in tuition that were
noted. One of which is the Enrollment Fee from $250 to $400.
Okay, Long wood has been so
happy about increased enrollment, so they raised the enrollment fee? What sense does that
make? The $250 fee was ridiculous enough, but now $400?
Right. That's a good idea (take
note of the sarcasm).

Also, over the summer, there plans were already drawn up.
was a decision concerning
Did you all know that there
Longwood's switch to Division I. are already plans to put a new sciAlthough students as well as fac- ence building in the ARC lawn?
ulty protested this, it was done The Stevens building will then be
anyway. Not only that, it was done a residence area. WOW! We can
over the summer (how conve- begin our life in the concrete
nient) when most are gone home. jungle! But at least we'll have a
Sure, Division I is a great idea, few well mowed squares of grass
but, WE DON'T HAVE ROOM! around campus. I have just been
Where are they going to put the realizing how unaware some stu5,000 students? Hey! I have an dents are of these changes. I have
idea! The Rotunda Office could been spreading the word and most
hold at least 4 people comfortably people are very angry with the
(we even have a couch!). Lets misinformation that is occurring.
move people everywhere!
Hopefully this will lead to a very
Being in Division I also re- crowded Open Forum. I am disquires a football team. appointed to say that (in my opinHmmm...why don't they just ion) since the last forum, commuknock out that already over- nication betwen the administracrowded sophomore lot behind tion and students has not imMcDonalds and make it a foot- proved.
ball field! Great! Of course if this
Please be safe over break!
actually happened, students
Melissa Gill
wouldn't find out until after the
Editor-in-Chief

W$t a&otunfcia
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Your Letters
Alumni Concerns Addressed
Dear Editor:
I am sure I am not the only
Longwood alumnus who has reacted negatively to all of the
changes that Cormier and Co.
have been implementing. I am
also well aware that change for
any institution is inevitable. However, I feel the need to voice my
opinion.
Like alumni of colleges and
universities around the world, I
become alarmed at the thought of
drastic changes concerning my
alma mater, especially when the
alterations have been sloppy and
dubious. Through friends still attending Longwood, I heard of the
proposed student increase and
was told stories about the conversion of study lounges into dorm
rooms and the housing of students
in old East Ruffner offices. With
Longwood bursting at the seams,
these new students will never

know the advantages of attending
the "small, southern school."
I have sat silently by as Longwood administration talked of
external issues concerning the
college. However, it is the latest
decision by the college that has
infuriated me. I am saddened by
the decision to replace Susan
Bagby, the Director of the Honors Program and a woman who
has given so much of her time and
self to the Honors Program and
the college. I am well aware that
this college is a business, and
seeks every penny it can get, but
something sickens me about the
idea of relieving Bagby of her
position in order to obtain someone with surface qualifications.
Perhaps I am too idealistic.
My respect for Longwood has
faded.
Madison Howells

Additions to the Activist
Dear Editor
I enjoyed the point-counterpoint format of The Activist Zone
immensely, but I feel that Ms.
Kirkpatrick may have neglected
a point or two in her defense of
Greek life, and I would like to
take the opportunity to respond to
Ms. Urann's expressed views.
To begin with, I must note
that I am not affiliated with any
Greek organization, nor would I
ever choose to be. However, my
roomate is a member of a Greek
organization, and so are some
very dear friends of mine. Thus,

although I can hardly say that I
am wholly impartial, I can (like
Ms. Urann and Ms. Kirkpatrick)
at least list my various biases up
front, permitting the reader to deduce what he or she will.
I am wary of generalizations,
as I feel that they make it easier
to dehumanize individuals who
happen to be affiliated with the
group in question. Thus, I don't
care to hear that all members of
Greek organizations are "mindless hordes," "childish,"

See ACTIVIST p. 3

Greek/Non Greeks Should
Work Together on Campus
Dear Editor:
I must say that I couldn't
agree with you more. While I may
be Greek I think that the person/
persons who put the sign up had
every right in the world to put up
a banner promoting Independence. We have to realize that not
everyone on this campus wants to
go Greek and that that is ok. Many
people come to college feeling
that they have to go Greek when

in actuality there are many things
to do other than go Greek. And,
sorry Damien, but there are places
to go in Farmville other than going Greek.
When I speak to friends who
attend other schools they tell me
of a Non-Greek club they have. I
know for fact on the campus of
Illinois Wesleyan, a campus
smaller than Longwood, there is

See GREEK p. 3
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+ To Mortar Board for producing an outstanding Oktoberfest spirit.
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"If you're not m4jfflu're not paying attentioaf'
"77K Activist"

is your outlet for battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your
chance to do something about societal evils, instead of just whining about them. So speak up
and act up. Because if you 're not mad, you 're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas to
rotunda@longwoodhvc.edu.

Non-Greek Opinions Not Allowed
ASHLEY BROWN
Asst. Opinion Editor
Article 3, Section 2 of the
Long wood Handbook assures students the freedom of assembly, organization, speech and the press,
and our United States Constitution includes a similar statement
in the First Amendment. I believe
that these rights were violated
here at Longwood a couple of
weeks ago.
Around noon on Friday,
September 24, Longwood seniors
T.J. Ucciardi and Patrick
McCloskey hung a sign from their
third floor window in South
Cunninghams. It stated simply,
"It's not too late. Don't go Greek."
They put on some music and were
just hanging out ready to enjoy the
upcoming weekend after a long
week of classes. Some friends
stopped by, both Greek and NonGreek, and all thought the sign
was cool or even funny.
Around 4 p.m., the head of
the Inter-Fraternity Council came
to Ucciardi's door with four other
people. They complained about
the sign, saying their Greek life
was important to them, and they

did not appreciate their behavior
regarding the sign. I guess NonGreek's lives aren't important
though, because there were flyers all over campus put up by the
Greeks saying, "Go Greek, there's
nowhere else to go in Farmvilie."
The guys agreed to take the sign
down by 5:45 that evening because sorority walk was scheduled for 6:00 right beneath the
window displaying the sign. Of
course, if Non-Greeks like T.J.
and Pat are participating in some
kind of activity such as Ultimate
Frisbee on the field in front of
Stubbs, they don't ask the sororities to take down their signs. "I
don't have a problem with them
expressing their opinions, why
should they have a problem with
me expressing mine," said
McCloskey.
After the IFC representatives came by, McCloskey decided to go outside with a video
camera and get some people's
opinions about the sign. "Mostly
everyone thought it was funny.
The people that didn't like it
thought that we were saying we
don't like Greeks, and that's not

true at all," said McCloskey. The
most interesting opinion
McCloskey caught on tape was
Damien Duchamp's, Coordinator
of Greek Affairs, who said to
McCloskey, "You better watch
your boys." Seems a little immature of a statement for someone
in a position of such authority to
be making, but it's all on tape so
we can't argue with the accuracy
of the statement. "When I beard
Damien say that, I felt very threatened and intimidated, and I don't
think anyone has a right to
threaten me, especially over a sign
simply expressing my opinion,"
said Ucciardi.
Soon after Duchamp's
statement, the REC of The
Cunninghams, John Wescott,
came up to Ucciardi's room and
said he had recieved complaints
from Duchamp and made them
take the sign down. So the sign
came down around 5:30 p.m.
Should it have come down at all
though? Personally I don't think
so, if we as students are actually
assured certain rights. As a last
thought, Ucciardi added, "It's still
not too late. Don't go Greek."

Oktoberfest Attraction Lacks Decency
DAVE BROWN
StaffWriUT
Oktoberfest weekend. For
many, it is the highlight of the fall
semester. This year's incarnation
of the hallowed Longwood tradition was, by most accounts, an
enjoyable occasion. Amongst the
revelry, however, I came across
something that struck me as
rather tacky-an inflatable version
of a sinking Titanic. For those of
you who were too hung over to
make it outside Saturday, a big
plastic blow-up version of the Ti-

tanic was placed outside on
Lankford Mall near the library.
The idea behind this was for thrill
seekers to climb up the side and
then slide down. Okay, that
sounds harmless, but let's examine this a little more.
Flash back to April 15,
1912. In the early morning hours,
over 1500 people died when the
Titanic sank. That doesn't sound
too bad, huh? Just some people
drowning out in the middle of the
ocean. And it was 87 years ago,
too-so why not make a carnival
ride out of the whole incident?

Most people are under the
impression that a majority of the
1,553 people that died that night
drowned. In reality, many of them
died from hypothermia. The water temperature in the portion of
the Atlantic Ocean where the Titanic sank that night was 28 degrees. Water that is 28 degrees
would be bad enough on the skinbut imagine it in your nice, warm
lungs. Assuming the people recovered from this nice shock, they

See TITANIC p. 5

+ To all the letters and emails people have sent The Rotunda this
week! We appreciate the input!
+ To President Cormier for holding another Open Forum.
DROPS:
- To people who attack what they don't take the time to under
stand If you don't know, ask and be open-minded!
- To the BAP. What was that all about? We couldn't even eat it!
- To whoever pulls the fire alarm in Cox all the time. Get a life!
Send your Props and Drops to rotunda® kmgwoodJwe.edu.

GREEK Cont. p. 2
an Independents Club. Yes
going Greek is one way to go, but
it's not the only way to go. The
Greek population is only about
30% or so I've been told, but
many times it feels as if the Greek
population is more like 80% especially when you look around
your class and are surrounded by
different colored jumpers and
identical shirts. It can make you
feel trapped at times. While I understand the importance of looking like a clone to promote "sisterhood" or "brotherhood" I do
not understand why we cannot
allow others to express their opinions. I fully support the person
who had the guts to stand up to
the ever growing Greek population, and think their banner should
be displayed in the dining ball.
Like you stated earlier, "you cant
just tear something down because
you don't like it" In this country
we have been fighting for years
to assure our rights of freedom of
speech. Our ignorance shows
when we trample upon the rights
of others. I would think that as
college students we would have
enough maturity to respect the
rights of others. As Greeks we are
constantly soliciting and expressing our views about going Greek
and about our own organization.
While I do feel that we must do a
certain amount of soliciting and
we must have pride in our organizations we also have to recognize thai there are differing opinions on our system as a whole.
Once again I commend the person/persons who put the effort
into making a Non-Greek banner

ACTIVIST Cont. p. 2
"those who choose to conform" or "people (who feel] that
they must pay for their friends."
It is this sort of thinking that allows one to think of a person as a
member of a group, a being without personality, rather than a human being with feelings and principles. Most college students are
over 18 and therefore qualify as
adults; to that end, they are free
to choose any affiliation that
strikes their fancy while here, regardless of that organization's
relative merit.
Their traditions, although
perhaps vexing during Recruitment Week, are their own. I refer,
of course, to the policy of strict
silence. If this tradition causes
frustration to non-Greeks, reflect
upon how stressful it must be for
Greeks who must forego communication with friends for an entire
week, knowing that it will doubtless be percieved as snobbery.
Worse, imagine not being able to
change such a policy, regardless
of how much you might resent it
I don't mean to sound
overly harsh, but on a campus as
diverse as this one, a campus
whose numbers swell every year,
it is paramount that we learn to
look beyond superficial differences and focus upon the similarities that unite us. The wedge that
is being driven between Greeks
and Non-Greeks is only as tangible as we wish it to be; the same
might be said for the wedge between believers and non-believers, homosexuals and heterosexuals and people of all races.
Belial Jones

Anonymous
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NEWS & VIEWS
Good Nutrition on the Go:
Easy Meal Ideas for You
DUSTIN MORRIS
Guest Writer
If you're like me, you find
yourself going in all different directions trying to keep up with
your busy schedule.
For many of us, the last
thing we have time to think about
is healthy eating. It doesn't have
to be that way! Here are some
suggestions for people on the go.
Breakfast

Breakfast is a relatively
easy meal to prepare, usually taking less than 10 minutes. Try the
following alternatives for a quick
and easy breakfast:
* A bowl of whole grain cereal topped with fresh fruit St. nonfat milk is an excellent choice!
* Breakfast on the go. Pack
a bran muffin, a whole-wheat bagel, or a breakfast bar. You can
spread ricotta cheese on the bagel (made with part skim milk) instead of cream cheese. Pack a

carton of skim milk, juice, and a
piece of fresh fruit
Lunch
If you eat out, you can often find healthy lunch specials.
* Restaurants that serve a
luncheon special of broiled fish
with rice or baked potatoes,
steamed veggies, and a side salad.
* For fast food restaurants,
choose a lunch salad, a trip to the
salad bar or a chicken sandwich
with a side salad.Use low-fat
salad dressing, avoid French fries,
and choose juice or water over
soda. Packing your lunch is a
good way to ensure healthy eating.
* Pack a turkey, chicken or
tuna sandwich. Use whole wheat
bread, pita bread or bagels.
* If you pack a luncheon
salad, use red leaf or romaine lettuce or spinach. On top of the
greens, use veggies like carrots,
tomatoes, celery, broccoli, and

cauliflower. For protein, add kidney beans, garbanzo beans, turkey or tuna. Make sure and use
low-calorie dressing!
Dinner
The following dinner ideas
take IS minutes or less to prepare!
* Prepare a taco salad. Use
corn tortillas (warm in a broiler
or microwave), refried beans, lettuce, tomatoes, a sauce of your
choke, and a little bit of cheese.
* For quick mini-pizzas,
split a pita bread in two. Spread
pizza sauce over the top, use some
part-skim mozzarella cheese,
diced green peppers, onions,
mushrooms or your favorite
veggies. Place under a broiler
until the cheese has melted.
For more information on
healthy eating, contact the
Wellness Center at 2509. or send
Email to mdmorrisdlongwood.lwc.edu

capacitation almost always occurs
before unconciousness. Imagine
floating in the water, unable to
swim because your arms and legs
have ceased to function. At that
moment, many people were probably hoping for death.
Just before the end, when
their bodies dropped well below
80 degrees, even the strongest,
most determined survivors would
have finally fallen into
unconciousness. Cardiac fibrillation would have set in, and pulmonary edema would have
caused a foamy, white discharge
from their lungs. Mercifully,
death would follow shortly thereafter.
Sadly enough, many of
those people didn't have to die.
Lifeboats, some less than halfway
filled, were near enough to save
many of them. The people in
them, however, refused to come
back, afraid of being swamped by
those in the water. A good number of the people that died that
night had lifeboats close enough
to them to hear the voices of the
people in them. Imagine what it
must have been like to slowly

freeze to death knowing that a
boat was close enough to swim
to, yet your frozen arms and legs
prevented you from doing anything but sinking into the cold,
black water.
Perhaps now you can understand why I think that an inflatable model of the sinking Titanic was such a grievous spectacle. The scary thing is, the little
kids that were playing on it had
no idea what happened that night
back in 1912.They probably think
sliding down the broken deck of
that ship into the water was fun
for those people. What kind of
society are we going to have in
the future if children, not to mention us, don't have any respect or
reverence for the past?
Are our grandchildren going to go to carnivals that feature
inflatable replicas of the bombedout remains of the Oklahoma City
Federal Building? Will there be a
Holocaust theme park, complete
with gas chambers that shoot silly
string? I sure hope not, but that's
how an inflatable Titanic ride
might have sounded to people a
couple of generations ago.

TITANIC Cont. p. 3
would have been left floating in the frigid water, shivering
uncontrollably from the instant
they entered it. Incidentally, the
human body cools 25 times faster
in cold water than in air.
After a few minutes in the
water, their limbs would have
stiffened, having gone numb from
the cold. The shivering would
have become very violent to the
point where some of them would
experience their teeth shattering
from the force of the convulsions.
Gradually, the shivering would
cease. As their body temperatures
dropped, blood flow would be cut
off from their extremeties in an
attempt to conserve heat for the
vital organs. At this point, when
their body temperature was approaching around 88 degrees, rethought processes would
broken down and many of
them would have been delirious.
Also, their skin would have
started to become blue and puffy.
When their body temperatures reached 83 degrees, they
would have been, for all intents
an purposes, immobile. In cases
of extreme hypothermia, total in-

Kraft Wins Dos Passos
Press Release
Novelist Eric Kraft will return to Long wood College on
October 26 to accept the John
Dos Passos Prize for Literature at
8 p.m. in Wygal Auditorium.
President Dr. Patricia Cormier
will present the cash award and
medal, presented each year since
1980 to recognize a writer whose
work shows an intense and original exploration of American
themes, an experimental quality
and a wide range of literary
forms. These characteristics
made John Dos Passos (18961970) one of the greatest twentieth century American authors.
Long wood and Kraft have
a history that began with Dr.
Michael Lund, professor of English. Lund has taught serialized
novels and written a book on the
process. He "discovered" Kraft's
serial novels in 1987 and wrote
him a letter praising them. Lund
then convinced his colleagues at
Longwood to teach the books to
all sections of freshman English.
Later in 1987, Lund arranged a personal visit by Kraft
to Longwood and an electronic
"virtual" visit with students in
1988. At the time of his fust visit,
Kraft said, "You so seldom get to

TECH COM. p. 1
software. This will help
avoid any unexpected problems.
If you have any problems
with the download or installation,
please call the help desk at 4357
between the hours of 8:15 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
For assistance after 6 p.m.,
you may call the RTA in your residence hall. There is a list of RTAs
and their telephone numbers at the
front desk in each dorm.
Do you have to make a
power point presentation for class
and don't have a clue as to where
to begin? Are you interested in
power point and learning how to
make a superior presentation? If
so, then UTS and the RTAs have
a class for you.
There will be a class offered
to teach power point. This class
will be offered twice on October
26, once at 6 p.m. till 7 p.m. and
then again from 7 p.m. - 8 p.m.

see any of your readers. Here, I've
been surrounded by them." He
admitted he was thrilled to see his
books appeal to young people.
Kraft's body of work and
bis reputation a* a novelist have
grown since his last visit His novels include Herb andLoma, What
a Piece of Work I am; Reservations Recommended; At Home
with the Glynns; and Leaving
Smalls Hotel
The jury for this year's
award consisted of David Wise of
the National Endowment for the
Humanities, free-lance writer and
editor Bernard Edelman, and
Longwood professor of English
Dr. Michael Lund.
The medal accompanying
this award symbolizes the heritage, culture, and inspiration
found in the work of "Mr. Jack",
as Dos Passos was known in his
later years in the Northern Neck
of Virginia. Columns suggest the
tradition of Jeffersonian architecture and specifically the Rotunda
at Longwood, with an American
eagle above and a self-consuming
serpent ancient symbol of creativity and birth.
Kraft will read from his
work in addition to accepting die
award. The public is invited.

The class will be offered again on
October 28 from 6:30 p.m. - 7:30
p.m. If you are interested, you
must go to the helpdesk and sign
up.
This class is a good opportunity to get ahead of the competition by increasing your skills
with power point.
There will be one more offering of the Eudora / Internet
class. This class focuses on the
options and features of Eudora
and various Internet tactics. This
class will be offered Tuesday,
October 26 from 3:30 p.m. till
4:30 p.m.
If you are interested in any
of these classes, go down to the
help desk in the basement of
Coy ner and sign-up. If you have
a class idea, let the help desk
know.
Until next week, that is it
for me. Happy computing and
safe surfing.
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Submitted by
JAMES HVSKEY
ChiefofPolice

9-3-99 Redford St - underage possession (cleared)
9-3-99 Redford St - underage possession (cleared)
9-3-99 Redford St - underage possession (cleared)
9-3-99 Redford St - underage possession (cleared)
9-4-99 Frazer - medical emergency (pending)
9-5-99 Library - harassment (cleared)
9-5-99 Pine St - bit & run (pending)
9-5-99 Stubbs - fire (cleared)
9-7-99 Curry - underage possession (cleared)
9-7-99 Book store - larceny (cleared)
9-7-99 Stubbs lot - hit & run (pending)
9-7-99 Lancer - indecent exposure (pending)
9-8-99 Pine St - larceny (pending)
9-8-99 Race St - hit & run (pending)
9-9-99 Wheeler lounge -DIP (cleared)
9-9-99 Wheeler - Fake ID (cleared)
9-9-99 Jarman lot - larceny (pending)
9-9-99 Barlow field - underage possession (cleared)
9-11 -99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)
9-11-99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)
9-11 -99 Madison St - underage possession (cleared)
9-11 -99 Curry - harassment (cleared)
9-11 -99 Madison St - underage possession (cleared)
9-12-99 Madison St - underage possession (cleared)
9-10-99 Tabb- drug possession (cleared)
9-13-99 Jarman lot - vehicle accident (cleared)
9-13-99 Wynne lot - larceny (pending)
9-13-99 Lankford - larceny (cleared)
9-13-99 Spruce St - larceny (pending)
9-13-99 Lancer pool - larceny (cleared)
9-14-99 Vernon - larceny (pending)
9-15-99 Cox - underage possession (cleared)
9-16-99 Frazer - assault (cleared)
9-15-99 Cox - trespassing (cleared)
9-19-99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)
9-17-99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)
9-17-99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)
9-17-99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)
9-18-99 Spruce St - underage possession (cleared)
9-19-99 Redford St - D UI (cleared)
9-19-99 Frazer - grand larceny (pending)
9-19-99 Pine st - habitual offender (cleared)
9-20-99 Hooper St - larceny (pending)
9-21-99 Frazer - larceny (pending)
9-24-99 Stubbs - obscene calls (pending)
9-24-99 Arc - admin info (cleared)
9-25-99 S. Ruffner- health concern (cleared)
9-26-99 Blackwell - solicitation (cleared)
9-27-99 Lankford - larceny (pending)
9-27-99 Lankford - larceny (pending)
9-29-99 S. Cunningham - vandalism (pending)
9-29-99 Pine St - vehicle accident (cleared)
9-29-99 Race St - destruction of prop (cleared)
9-30-99 Lancer cafe - larceny (pending)
9-30-99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)

LET TIAA-CREF HELP
YOU BUILD A SECURE
FINANCIAL FUTURE.
■

For over 80years, TIAA-CREF has
been the leading retirement company
on Americas campuses. But experience is
just one reason why so many smart
investors trust us with their financial
future. Here are a few more:

Superior strength
With over $250 billion in assets under management, TIAA-CREF is the world's largest
retirement organization - and among the
most solid. It's one of the reasons why
Morningstar says, "TIAA-CREF sets the
standard in the financial services industry."1

Solid, long-term
performance
We seek out long-term opportunities that
other companies, in pursuit of quick gains,
often miss. Though past performance can't
guarantee future results, this patient philosophy has proven extremely rewarding.

Surprisingly low expenses
TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among
the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries.2 So more of your money
goes where it should - toward ensuring
your future.

Easy diversification
We offer a wide variety of expertly
managed investment options to help build
your assets. We make it simple, too, with
stock, bond, money market, real estate,
and guaranteed options.

Unrivaled service
We believe that our service distinguishes
us from every other retirement company.
In the most recent Dalbar survey,
TIAA-CREF ranks tops in participation
satisfaction.3
Call today to find out how TIAACREF can help you build the financial
future you want and deserve.

To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org
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HOW DOES WOO/WEEK EXTRA INCOME
sound lo you?
Amazingly, profitable opportunity.
Send self-addressed stamped envelope to:
GROUP FIVE
6547 N. Acadeay Blvd., PMB-N
Colorado Spriagt, CO 80918
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CAMPUS and COMk
Thursday Friday Saturday Sun
15th
16th
17
14th
Efeculty Senate Masting
Alumni Event
Lankford Amelia Roan Renegades Hcme Cpener
@ 3:30-5:00p.m.
Fun with Tasty and
Flewahle Feeds
in the Vizginia Rocm
(311:00 a.m.

Career Ffaix
fiar Business
(AU Majors)
inlarikfard
@ 3:30-5:30 p.m.

Basketball Team
Midnight Madnes
in Lancer G^m
@ 10:30 p.m. -1:00 a.m.

Basketball Team
Midnight Madness
in Lancer G^m
010:30-1:00 a.m.

i

|

*'

,

Men's Soccer
Barten
@ 1:00 p.m.

Woman's Soccer
Queens
@ 6:00 p.m.

Whats the hottest info that you have?
Please let us know!
Natural Herbs
to.Sri»

Anything from birthdays, to meetings, to offcampus events...if you know about something, let us know!
Send it to: rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

"—■

■ DAY
MONEYM
OUAKANlmi

Metabolife
Dietary Supplement 3 5 6™
Herbal Formula To Enhance
Your DIET and Provide ENERGY
Contact:
INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR
Georgia Ludgate 804-392-7226
N4774111599

WNITY CALENDAR
day Monday Tuesday Whktescky
th
18th
19th
20th
Roy Clark Tickets
go on sale at the
Jarrran Box Office

gg&sz^Hi
Art Pea: Lunch:
The Black Madonna
by: Jackie Wall
in the SUlly Gallery
@ 12:00 p.m.

Deadline far signing ip fear the Monthly lament
Plan far the Soring 2000 Sarester is 25 Cctober
1999. ^jplications nay he attained fran the
Student Aooounte Office (3rd Floor Lancaster- '
Roan 346).
Ffany parents and students have found paying
school expenses an ananthly basis an attractive
alternative. TheElanisa\ailabletoarystLid3±
enrolled for the fell or spring senesters.
Should you have any questions about The Plan, call
the Student Aocctrits Office at (804) 395-2268.

Coffeehouse Might
with Thorn Lewis
in the Lancer Cafe
@ 9:00 p.m.

Cn Thursday
21 October ^99
The Longwood Dead
Runners Society
is ha/ing an interest
meeting in Her C^m
@ 4:00 p.m.

Browse iqx.com for Springbreak
"2000." ALL destinations offered.
Trip Participants, Student Orgs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted.
Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013
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FEATURES
Longwood Children's Theatre Opens
FRANCES HAZELWOOD
Staff Writer

tations will be Celtic harp music,
old Virginia frontier ballads and
even a lullaby.
As Ms. Watters' fingers
deftly strum and pluck the strings
of her harp, one can understand
why the harp is often associated

On October 12 and 13
Jarman Auditorium will again be
filled with the voices of young
people as students in grades PreK
through eight from Prince Edward
County and five surrounding
counties converge on the
Longwood Campus for the
opening of the Children's Theatre Season. The first event in
the series is award-winning
singer and musician, Eve
Watters who will present two
shows each day at 9:30 a.m. and
noon.
Ms. Watters has been
praised for her "creativity of
sharing music and stories"
through Virginia, 15 other states,
Britain and Australia with her
performance entitled "Virginia with angels. According to Ms.
Fireside." Her work showcases Watters, "The harp is an instruthe folklife of Virginia. Songs, ment you not only can hear, but
tales and tunes, riddles, melodies, you can feel it, too." She has perrhymes, and lore are brought to formed at niuseum events, gallerlight and to life in her delightful ies, schools, social gatherings and
performance. Among her presen- weddings. Her goal is to make

the music a memorable part of the
festivities.
According to one patron of
Ms. Watters, her "boundless en
thusiasm, musical talent and
unique storytelling anilities were
a joy to watch. It was totally
amazing how she captivated
nearly 400 children for almost
one hour."
All of Ms. Walters' performances are sold out, but
Longwood students may attend
the remaining productions in
Longwood Theatre's Millennia]
Children's Season:
December 1 and 2 The
Second Shepherd's Play (a musical adaptation presented by
Longwood Theatre. January 25
The Magic of Hans Christian
Andersen
(puppetry,
storytelling, music and masks presented by Applause Unlimited
March 21, The Treasure of
Craggy Mountain
For further information,
contact the Jarman Box Office at
x2474.

Student Health Gives Advice on Colds
PRESS RELEASE
Student Health Services
The "common cold" is
caused by any of 200 or more viruses. These viruses attack and
multiply in the cells that line the
nose and throat. It will usually
start as a sore throat and progress
to a runny/stuffy nose with thick
yellow-green mucus, pressure in
your ears, sinus pain and pressure,
body aches, fever, headaches, and
cough. These symptoms will usually last anywhere from 7-14 days
with your worst symptoms occurring on the first 4-5 days.
Colds are spread by handto-hand contact. For example, if
you touch the hand of a person
that has a cold and then touch
your eyes, nose, or mouth you
will more than likely infect yourself with the cold virus. You can
also infect yourself by touching a
doorknob, telephone, or other
objects after someone with a cold.
Colds are not primarily spread by
hair, or from a sudden drop in
temperature.
It is estimated that Americans spend more than $550 mil-

lion each year on cold medications. Since antibiotics only kill
bacteria they are not an effective
treatment for a viral cold infection. Your body's immune system
is capable of fighting the viruses
and treatment should be focused
on reducing the symptoms and
supporting your immune system.
Some treatment do's and
don'ts are as follows: rest, drink
plenty of fluids, gargle with warm
salt water, take hot steamy showers, do not smoke, use a decongestant to relieve nasal congestion
and sinus pressure/pain, use
ibuprofen or acetaminophen to
help with body aches, fever, and
headaches, do not use aspirin, use
cough suppressants (anything that
ends with DM like Robitussin
DM) to help reduce cough, use an
expectorant (Robitussin) to help
loosen congestion.
The best medicine for a
cold is prevention. You cannot
completely avoid catching colds,
but you can reduce your chances.
Wash your hands often and try to
keep them away from your face.
Eat a balanced diet, get at least 6-

8 hours of sleep a night, keep your
stress level down, exercise, and
get a flu shot
Most often a cold will go
away without any complications;
however, if you develop any of
the following symptoms you
should seek medical advice:
A temperature over 101 degrees for more than 48 hours,
painful breathing, wheezing, or
shortness of breath, persistent
sore throat especially without nasal congestion, severe headache
with fever, pain in ears or decrease in hearing.
If you have any questions
about a cold or what to do please
call Student Health Services at
x2102.

The Radinsky Trio
JAMIE TURNER
Copy Editor
The Radinsky Trio performed at Longwood last Tuesday
in Wygal. The trio was part of
the Chamber Music series that is
going on at Longwood this semester.
The Radinsky Trio is one of
America's foremost chamber ensembles. The trio has performed
in many cities all over the U.S.
They are known for their work
with students of all ages. They
will also be releasing their first
recording on the d'Note label in
1999. Currently, the trio serves
as Ensemble in Residence at historic Roanoke College.
The trio played three
pieces. The first was "Rakadu"
variations, which is a trio in G

major, written by Ludwig Van
Beethoven. This piece had a long
dramatic introduction. It was a
combination of 10 variations.
The second piece was
called "Trio: Four Combinations
for Three Instruments," written by
Henry Cowell. The first three
movements are duets, while the
last movement brings all three
instruments together. The second
movement. Largo, combines baroque harmonies with chord clusters and cross rhythms. The third
movement combines elements of
all the preceding movements.
The trio played with a great
passion and emotion for their
music. Every piece had a climax
and a grand finale. The Radinsky
Trio was definitely something to
see.

Music Review:
Type O Negative
BRIAN JONES
Guest Writer
Type O Negative just released their follow up album to
1996's phenomenal album, October Rust. Released on September
21, the new album, entitled
World Coming
Down, is purposely
less
commercial
and returns to
TON's earlier
style of music,
which
was
heavier and less
lusciously produced. The new
release deals with the grief of lost
family members and agonizing
personal struggles.
They pay sonic homage to
their principle influences, the
Doors, Black Sabbath and the
Beatles, as the thirteenth track on
the album is a medley of the
Beatles' tunes Day Tripper, If I
Needed Someone and I Want You
(She's So Heavy).
Type O Negative, formed in
Brooklyn, NY, in 1989, gained
recognition when their 1993 album, Bloody Kisses, gained Gold

certified status with the help of
songs such as Christian Woman
and Black No. I. Led by six foot
seven inch lead singer/songwriter/
bassist, Peter Steele, many compare their sound to that of a darker
Pink Floyd. Producer and band
key-boardist,
Josh Silver, is
the man overall
responsible for
TON's deep, intense, dark, yet
romantic atmosphere, as his
sampling and effects are what
makes this band
sound so different.
Songs that stand out on the
new album include White Slavery,
which deals with the agonies of
addiction. Everyone I Love Is
Dead World Coming Down and
Everything Dies. This album is
very atmospheric and with Peter's
low testosterone, baritone vocal
contributions, it adds a charismatic, yet spine chilling feel to the
material. A great selection for
Halloween!
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Sinchucuna comes to Longwood

KEVIN ROCK

1. Who called it daylight savings time when not a single second
of daylight is saved?
2. Why do we call it a freeway when it costs over a million
dollars a mile?
3. Why is it called rush hour when nobody's going anywhere?
4. Why is it that a non-stop flight eventually stops?
5. One nice thing about egotists: they don't talk about other
people.
6. To be intoxicated is to feel sophisticated, but not to be able to
say it.

r
7. Never underestimate the power of stupid people in large
groups.

GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor
Sinchucuna, a musical
group performing indigenous
South American music, performed in Lankford Ballroom,
Thursday, October 7, in honor of
the Hispanic Heritage Month celebration. This is the group's third
performance at Longwood.
Sinchucuna is group consisting of various percussion and
string instruments, many of which
are native in origin. They are a
touring group, traveling across the
country, Europe, and South
America. Their purpose is to
stress their cultural message.

The band works with the
Highland Support Project to raise
funds for social justice projects
relating to indigenous rights
groups in the Americas.
The members of the band
are all members of families that
are heavily involved in the
struggle for human rights.
Sinchucuna draws their
roots from traditional festivals
and rituals of the highlands in
Ecuador. The music has evolved
through changes in social and
political areas. The music embodies the character of the people reflecting their rich ancestry, the
array of influence from invading
cultures, and the survival of their

Mcx

own disappearing culture.
Louis Muenala explains the
origins of the group, "One grows
up playing in our communities.
We all play together during festivals. We are not as much a music group as a community of
people who play music. It is woven into our culture. Music is part
of our courtships, marriages, festivals, and funerals. We are the
soundtrack of our community
life."
The band doesn't use their
individual names. They see thenidentity as a group, not as individuals. They feel that the music
comes from the community, not
from themselves.

90.1 fm

Show's and DJ's

Format

SUNDAYS
2 pm-4 pm
4pm-{"pm
6pm -8 pin
8 pm-1Opm
I0pm-I2am
I2am-2am

WOOD RADIO ml Brother Milt
THE GOLDEN ROAD ml Jacki Paper
ELECTRIC WAVES *7 Many
Hi BALANCED RADIO ml DJ Cartman
KILLING MUSK ml Cory Stevenson
DADDY UNLOVE w/ Elliott Anderson

Alternative
Live Musk
Folk, Acoustic. World
Freetbna
Hardcore, Metal
Freefonn

MONDAYS
I0am-I2noon
4pm-6-pm
ftpm-Spm
8 pm-1Opm
I0pm-I2am
12 am-2 am

THE K-SLICE CONNECTION
Amanda Irvin AKetie ONeil
ABSOLUTELY KJCKIN' TUNES ml Cate * Kiisti
III MP RADIO ml l-mry
THE TURTLE A MATT SHOW
TICKLE MY FANCY w/ Becky Barnes

Frecform
Freefonn
Classic Rock. Iffs
Reggae
Music For Idiots
Freefonn

TUESDAYS
2pm-4 pm
4ptn-opin
6pm-8pm
8pm-10pm
I()pm-I2im
l?—2—
2am-4a«

Dustin Lowe A Brandon Bishop
THE GERALD A KAT SHOW
HAPPY HOUR ml K-Licious and Naughty Nikki
BTs FOR DJ's W Spike and Tom
THE BEDTIME GROOVE ml DJ Man Rock
MIDNIOHT MIX ml Jamal A Mike D.
PUTRID PANDEMONIUM ml Leslie Hartzog

Pop. RAB. 80-s
Freefonn
Freestyle
Dance
Hip-Hop
Metal

WEDNESDAYS
4pm -A ptn
6pm-8pm
Ipm-IOpm
I0pm-I2«m
!2am-2am

THE REAL MeCOY ml Dr 'Bones" McCoy
TOO UGLY FOR TV. ml John A Ashley
STRANGE BREW ml Ryan A Jeremy
THE ED LOVER EXPERIENCE
THE J-SPOT ml Josh Nowak

Rock. Punk. Metal
Top 40. Pop
Freefonn
Free form Request
Freefonn

THURSDAYS
7 30e«-9am
12noon-2pm
4 pm-6 pm
6pm -Spin
Ipm-IOpm
10pm-12»m
I2am-2*m

MARTIAN ROCK ml DJ Martina
Kevin Tschai A Patricia Smith
THUMP AROUND THURSDAY ml DJ Thumper
THE MIKE * MATT SHOW
THE PIMP SESSION ml Janes A Drew
MIKE AT NIGHT
JOHNNY FASCIST A THE COMMIE PINKO SHOW

10s A Today's Hits
Freefonn
Rock. Alternative
Dance. Rap. Techno
Pre-Party Jami
Hip Hop, RAB
Ska, Hip-Hop. Rack

THE FALLOUT SHELTER ml Coyote ACo4soaUil RabM
Jen Owing*
MAD COW HOUR ml Sweot-T A TuUnleh
THE GLUE OF THE WORLD ml AaaaAAnaae
AUDIO ASSAULT ml DJ Nathan
FARMVILLE FUNHOUSE ml DJ N-Tek
THE STANLEY A CURTIS HOUR
THE REALLY LATE LATE LATE SHOW ml Josh A Logan

Classic A New Rock

8. The older you get, the better you realize you were.
9. Age is a very high price to pay for maturity.
10. Procrastination is the art of keeping up with yesterday.
Columnist's Note: If you have any "Deep Thought*" of
your own, please e-mail them to lunrock@longwood.lwc.edu

Movie Review:
Double Jeopardy
KIM URANN
Assl. News Editor
Libby Parsons didn't murder her husband and now she
wants revenge for being framed
and having her child stolen while
she sat in jail.
Sounds like a
good premise, and
indeed it is. Ashley
Judd plays Libby the
same way she plays
most of her roles:
with as much muster
as she can manage
with what she has to
work with.
Judd is a talented actress, and it was refreshing to see that she did not end up
sleeping with Tommy Lee Jones
(her parole officer). Jones is always a good person to throw into
any movie, but his role here seems
way too similar to his role in The
Fugitive.
While Libby is in prison,
she discovers that her husband

faked his death for the insurance
money. She also learns about the
Constitution and double jeopardy
from an inmate who, conveniently used to be a lawyer.
So, Libby decides to really
loll her husband when she gets out
of jail.
Jones is the
only problem she
seems to face.He
seems to find it his
own personal mission to track Libby
down and stop her.
You'd think he'd be
a little more sympathetic, though, when
you find out what happened with
his own daughter.
This is a fairly predictable
movie, but it's good for a few
hours of entertainment. It's the
kind of movie to take your mind
off of the rest of the world, but
it's definetely forgettable as soon
as you leave the theater.

FRIDAYS
I2nooo-2pm
2P.-4P*
4p--6p-

faa**PIpm-IOpiu
I0paa-I2am
12am2am
?■■ <■■

FreCWf ntt

Free form
Hardrock, Metal
gO-s. Club. Techno
Hardcore, Metal
Industrial

•••The WLCX Reouest Law is a247S****

••••WLCX it always looking for new DJ's to COOK and see what we are all about! ••••
Meetings arc every Sunday « Ian in (he Hiner Aadntormm or call MnB Burton x)0S2
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SPORTS
Men's Soccer Takes Off With Four Straight Wins
Junior Jason Helling Scoring Game Winner in Two of The Four
PRESS RELEASE
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Longwood won four
straight CVAC matches last
week, winning at Mount Olive
3-2 October 4, before defeating
Belmont Abbey 2-1 October 6,
Coker 6-2 October 9, and
Queens 3-2 OT October 12. The
Lancers have evened their record
at 7-6 overall, and are now 4-4
in the CVAC.
Longwood's most recent
victory came from upsetting
CVAC opponent and nationally
ranked #20 Queens 3-2 in overtime at Lancer Field. Junior Jason
Helling/WoodbridgeWoodbridge HS scored the
game-winner early in the sudden-death extra period at 94:27,
unassisted on a breakaway while

beating the Queens goalie. The
Royals (9-3,4-2 CVAC) led 1-0
at the intermission before Lancer
sophomore Andy Plum/
Nokesville-Brenlsville HS tied
the match at 1-1 with a goal at
49:46, assisted by classmate
Stew Gregory III/Deerfield, New
Hampshire-Manchester West
HS. LC took a 2-1 advantage at
62:28 when senior Dan Rogers/
Poquoson-Poquoson HS scored
off an assist from sophomore Jay
Yount/Montclair-C.D. Hylton
HS. The visitors had scored at
82:29 to force the overtime action before Helling's heroics.
Against Coker, LC led 4-1 at
the intermission en route to the
home triumph as sophomore
Plum and senior Mark
Markiewicz/Montclair-C.D.
Hylton HS set the tone early with
a goal each during the first five

minutes of the contest. The
Lancer attack got two goals from
junior Helling, while adding a
goal and an assist each were senior captain Rogers and Plum.
Also scoring goals were
Markiewicz and sophomore Jason Fargo/Ruckersville-William
Monroe HS. Others with an assist included junior Jason Corey/
Burke-Lake Braddock HS and
sophomore Nick Barber/Richmond-Mills Godwin HS. Sophomore keeper John Kennedy/Norfolk-Catholic HS, making his
first career start, made three
saves.
Against the Abbey, LC took
a hard-fought decision with the
game-winning goal from Helling
with just 13:26 remaining. Fargo
put the Lancers in front 1-0 in
the First half with a goal at 35:33
before the Crusaders were able

to tie the match 1-1 at the intermission. Helling assisted on
Fargo's opening goal, while
freshman keeper Whit Morris/
Richmond-Douglas Freeman HS
(four saves) and Kennedy (five
saves) combined in goal for the
Lancers, playing the first half
and second half, respectively.
"We played very hard and
well together as a team," commented head coach Todd Dyer.
"It started with our match at
Mount Olive, and continued
against Belmont Abbey." Our senior captain, Dan Rogers, has
really stepped up as a team leader
as well."
Through 13 matches,
Markiewicz continues to lead the
Lancers in scoring with seven
goals and one assist for 15 points
(1.25) to rank ninth in CVAC

scoring. Markiewicz is followed
by Plum (5g, 2a, 12p, 1.00), and
Helling (4g, 4a, 12p, 0.91). Morris has played 719:52 in front of
the net, allowing 18 goals (2.25)
while making 58 saves (5.80) for
a .763 save percentage to rank
eighth among conference goalies. Wheeler has played 214:45,
allowing seven goals (2.94)
while making 23 saves (7.67) for
a .767 save percentage. Kennedy
has played 158:00, allowing two
goals (1.14) while making 10
saves (2.50) for an .833 save percentage.
Longwood hosts Barton,
Saturday, October 16 at 1:00
p.m. Then they will travel to
South Carolina for CVAC
matches at Erskine October 23
and at Anderson October 24 with
the women's soccer team.

Women's Soccer Hits First
Loss In CVAC To Abbey 2-1
PRESS RELEASE
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Longwood won one of three
matches last week, winning
against Coker 9-0 October 9,
while falling to Belmont Abbey
2-1 in overtime October 6 and
Liberty 1-0 October 13. The
Lancers are now 8-3-1 overall,
6-1 in the CVAC.
The women hosted Division
I school Liberty last night, October 13. This game was a heartbreaker for the Lancers because
they lost 1-0 in the Final minute
of play. Although Junior Erin
Hisrchi tried to tie the game up
with 30 seconds on the clock, but
it just didn't work out.
Against Coker, LC led 4-0 at
the intermission en route to the
lopsided conference victory
while bouncing back from the
tough loss to Belmont Abbey.
Freshmen Brandi Barfield/Ster-

ling-Potomac Falls HS and Rigel Lockett Stafford-North
Stafford HS each scored two
goals to lead the attack, with
Barfield adding an assist as well.
Others scoring goals were senior
Amy Honeycutt/Stafford-North
Stafford HS, sophomore Becky
Taylor/Jarrettsville, MD-North
Harford HS, along with freshmen Mia Capps/Virginia Beach
Kempsville HS, Brooke Cooper/
Virginia Beach-Norfolk Collegiate HS, and Tricia Root/Alexandria-Bishop Ireton HS. Cooper
contributed an assist, as did juniors Heather Ayres/ChesapeakeIndian River HS, Amina Bayou
Annandale-W.T Wcodson HS,
Hirschi/Virginia Beach-Salem
HS, and Amanda Stombaugh/
Sterling-Park View HS. Keeper
Amy Kennedy/Crozct-Western
Albemarle HS made two saves
during the first half, with freshman Christine Sazon/Virginia
Beach-Salem HS playing the

second half for the team's seventh shutout thus far.
Against Abbey, LC got a
goal from Cooper with 16:00 left
in regulation to tie the closelyplayed match at 1 -1 after a scoreless first half. Cooper, who was
assisted by Capps, just missed on
another scoring op portunity late
in regulation before the re
gionally-ranked #4 Crusaders
netted the game-winner just 4:45
into the extra period. Kennedy
made nine saves.
"We played well enough to
win the match," said head coach
Todd Dyer '93. "Unfortunately,
they managed to score the quick
goal in overtime. I'm proud of
the way we hung tough, and I
feel this will help us before the
season is over."
The women host Queens this
Saturday, October 16 at 6:00
p.m. Longwood will then travel
with the men for CVAC matches
at Erskine and at Anderson.

Thanks to all the FANS who have come out and supported the
soccer teams this semester! They sure do appreciate it!

The women's soccer team is wanning up on October 9. They
were preparing for their contest against CVAC opponent Belmont
Abbey. Photo by Amber Giles.

SPORTS
Basketball Season 11-0 Slaughter Against
Ferrum October 11
Opens With
Midnight Madness Field Hockey at 8-5, Moving Forward
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take place before midnight ant
PRESS RELEASE
the arrival of the basketbal
teams in the building, and the
Longwood College is hosting other two $2,500 shootouts wil
'Midnight Madness* for the first take place during and following
time ever Thursday night, Octo- the basketball activities afte
ber 14, beginning at 10:30 p.m. midnight.
in Lancer Hall. The event will
The two Longwood basket
mark the beginning of preseason ball teams will take to the Lancei
practice for the Lancer men's and Hall court at 12:01 a.m., and wil
women's basketball teams as the be introduced following a five
two LC squads will hit the hard- minute warm-up period. The tw<
wood at 12:01 a.m. October 15. squads will then proceed to al
There is FREE ADMISSION for ternate in two five-minute serin
everyone!
mages i' 10-minutes total foreacl
The evening will have vari- team). A three-point shootou
ous contests with prizes prior to between the two LC teams (thred
the debut of the basketball teams players each) will follow th<
after midnight, highlighted by scrimmages before a slam-dun)
four separate $2,500 shootouts. contest among the Lancer met
Two of the $2,500 shootouts will concludes the night.

Midnight Madness Schedule
10:15 p.m.. Doors Open
10:30p.m. until 11:55p.m.. Various contests, rafflesj
two (2) $2,500 Shootouts
12:01 a.m., Longwood Basketball Teams Debut
12:05 am, Team Introductions
12:10a.m. until 12:30 am., Team Scrimmages (Two]
@5-minutes each, alternating for
10-minutes total)
12:35 a.m., Three-Point Shootout (Men & Women)
12:50 a.m., Slam-Dunk Contest
12:01 a.m. until 1:15 a.m., two (2) $2,500 Shootouts!

Women's Golf Dealing
With Tough Fall Season
PRESS RELEASE

Longwood shot a 330-316322-968 team score to place 15th
at the Charleston Invitational
women's golf tournament October 11-12. Charleston Southern
finished in first place with a 300290-299-889 team score at the
par 72,5,939-yard Patriots Point
Golf Links. Sophomore AllAmerican Vicki Matkovich/
Wheeling, West Virginia-Wheeling Park HS led the Lancers with
a 79-72-79-230, tying for 25thplace individually.

Patricia Martinson of
Charleston Southern finished in
first-place with a 70-73-70-213.
Other Lancer scores included
junior
Mandy
Beamer/
Burkeville-Nottoway HS (8179-76-246), senior Katie Soule/
Suffolk-Franklin HS (84-79-81244), along with freshmen Kacia
Shwen/Rock Springs, Wyoming
(86-86-86-258) and Brandy
Hussey/Norfolk-Granby HS (8892-87-267). Longwood will
compete again October 23-24 at
the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference (ECAC) Championships at Bucknell University in
Lewisburg, PA.

KIMBERLY KUPEC
Sports Writer
Longwood won two
matches last week on the road,
one at Lynchburg 2-1 October 5
and the other at NCAA Division
I Virginia Commonwealth 2-1
October 9. Longwood is now 85 on the season and remains
ranked seventh in the most recent
National Field Hockey Coaches
Association (NFHCA) Division
II Poll, and fourth in the most recent NCAA Division II South
Region Poll.
Longwood defeated Ferrum
11-0 in collegiate field hockey
Tuesday at Barlow Field.
Sophomore Cheryl Andurkonis/
Fairfax-W.T. Woodson HS put
the first goal on the board in the
sixth-minute. The Lancers kept
the momentum going with two
goals from senior Elizabeth
Mann/Richmond-Open HS
(17:50, 32:06 ), and one goal
each from freshmen Sarah
Grossi/Burke-Robinson Secondary HS (23:38) and Emily
Prothero/Virginia Beach-Princess Anne HS (34:59) to close
out the scoring in the first half.
Andrukonis scored her second goal of the game in the 35thminute to continue the Lancers

scoring attack in the second half.
Junior Heather Kinstler/Virginia
Beach-Tall wood HS contributed
one goal in the 41st-minute, as
well as a game-high four assists.
Grossi scored her second goal of
the game in the 61 si-minute. Junior Claire Reyes/Virginia BeachTallwood HS (43:49), sophomore Ann Harmon/BurkeRobinson Secondary HS (57:49),
and junior Kim Broadhurst/
Stafford-North Stafford HS each
put one up on the board for the
Lancers.
At VCU, LC got on the board
first on a penalty-comer play as
junior Heather Kinstler/Virginia
Beach-Tallwood HS scored the
only goal of the first half with
assistance from classmate Claire
Reyes/Virginia Beach-Tallwood
HS and sophomore Melissa
Lewis/Fairfax-Fairfax HS in the
22nd-minute. In the second half,
VCU scored in the 42nd-minute
to tie the score at I -1. Sophomore Cheryl Andrukonis/
Fairfax.-W.T. Woodson HS
scored the game-winning goal on
an as sist from Kinstler in the
62nd-minute. Senior keeper Kim
Iman/Virginia Beach-Frank W.
Cox HS made 12 stops to preserve the victory past the Rams.
"I am very pleased with the
way we played," said head coach

Nancy Joel. "The first half was
very good. The second half, we
defended exceptionally well. We
got the goal that was needed and
hung on."
At Lynchburg, following a
scoreless first half, LC senior
Elizabeth Mann/RichmondOpen HS scored on an assist
from Andrukonis to put Longwood on the board in the 40thminute. Later, freshman Emily
Prothero/Virginia Beach-Princess Anne HS scored on an assist from Kinstler in the 55thminute for the game-winning
goal. Iman had two saves in the
first half, while sophomore
keeper Stephanie Potter/North
Kingstown,R.I.-North
Kingstown HS had nine saves
and one goal against in the second half.
Through 13 matches. Longwood is led in scoring by
Kinstler with nine goals and five
assists for 23 points (0.75), followed by Mann (8g, la, 17p,
0.67), and Andrukonis (7g, 7a,
17p, 0.65). Iman has acquired
114 saves, 16 goals against for
a 1.50 average.
Longwood will travel to
Philadelphia University October
15, before continuing to Southem Connecticut State, October
16-18.

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK BY
LONGWOOD & DOMINO'S
Aug. 31- Sept. 7
Sept. 8-14
Sept. 15-21
Sept. 22-28
Sept. 29-Oct. 5
Oct. 6-13

Amy Kennedy
Katie Soule
Mark Markiewicz
Claudia Watt
Andy Plum
Erin Hirschi
Niklas Jansson
Vicki Matkovich
Jason Masi
Heather Kinstler
Jason Helling

Women's Soccer
Women's Golf
Men's Soccer
Women's Soccer
Men's Soccer
Women's Soccer
Men's Golf
Women's Golf
Men's Soccer
Field Hockey
Men's Soccer

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL WINNERS!

The Rotunda
would like to wish
everyone a safe
and happy Fall
Break!
We will hold our first interest
meeting after the break on Monday
October 25 at 9p.m. in our office.
We are always looking for writers,
photographers, copy readers, and
page designers. Call x2120 for more
information.

